
Chapter 19

SADIE PLANT

ON THE MATRIX

Cyberfeminist simu lations

Her mind is a matrix of non-stop digital flickerings.

If machines, even machines of theory, can be aroused

w.oman not do likewise?

(Misha 1991 113)

all by themselves, may

(lrigaray 1985a: 232)

A FTER DECADES OF AMBIYALENCE TOWARDS technologv, many

la, feminists are now finding a wealth of new opportunities, spaces and lines of thought
amidst the new complexities of the 'telecoms revolution'. The Internet promises ir.omen

a network of lines on which to chatter, natter, work and play; virtuality brings a fluidity
to identities which once had to be fixed; and multimedia provides a new tactile environ-
ment in which women artists can find their space.

CyberJeminism has, however, emerged as more than a survey or observation of the

new trends and possibilities opened up by the telecoms revolution. Complex s)rstems

and virtual worlds are not only important because they open spaces {or existing

lromen within an already existing culture, but also because of the extent to which they

mdermine both the world-view and the material reality of two thousand years of patri-

rchal control.
Network culture still appears to be dominated by both men and masculine inten-

ti,ons and designs. But there is more to cyberspace than meets the male gaze . Appearances

hare always been deceptive, but no more so than amidst today's simulations and immer-

d,rns of the telecoms revolution. Women are accessing the circuits on which they rT'ere

once exchanged, hacking into security's controls, and discovering their own post-

hunanity. The cyberfemirirt,rir.,. firstbegan to make itself known in the early 1990s.1

The most dramatic of its earliest manifestations was A CyberJeninist Manlfesto Jor the

rlst Centuryt produced as a digitized billboard displayed on a busy Sydnev thoroughfare.
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Jhe text of tlis manifesto has mutated and shilted
lersions includes the lincs:

genetic code.

many times since, but one of its

we are the virus of the new world disorder
disrupting the symbolic from within
saboteurs of big daddy mainframe
the clitoris is a direct line to the matrix

VNS MATRIX
lerminators of the mor.al code

Like all successful 
"i.:..:,r,, this orie caught on. vNS Matrix, the group of four womenartists who made the biilboard, b"gu, t write the gu.rr" pru, r.? ,x New Gen, a viralcyber-guerrilla programmed to infilirate cyberspace urra hu"t into the controls of oedipalman - o' 

-!'* Dadly Mainirame, u. h"'i .ailed in trr" gu-". a.ra there has been nostopping All New Gen' She has munchecl her way th.o.[h patriarchal security screensand many of their feminist simulations, feeding into and Jf ti" energies u,ith w-hich sheis concurrent and in tune: the new cyberotics engineered by the giris; the queer traitsand tendencies of Generations_ XyZ; tie post-humi" ""p".t#r,, "? 
orr"" music scenes.All New Gen and her ailies u." ."rtr,rt"rv hostire to .,-,o.Jitf and do nothing buterode political power. They reprogram guirt,^deny authori!,-";;tr" icrentity, and haveno interest in the relorm or redecoratio* of the ancient iut.iu."t ut code. with LuceIrigaray (1985b: 75), thev agree that'ho.*, the system r, ir"i,.g"rirer, how the spec-

;rJ:"::f"",?".works', 
are amongst the most important qr"rtiori rvith u,hich to begin

The specular economy

IT:."^.1^:T. 
O,:""":?ltlat patriarchy is not a construction, an order or a structure.but an economy, for w.hich *-orn"., u." til" fi.rt urra Ibundi' ---.-""--".,-l, rur vv,rLu wurnen are tne nrst and rounding commodities. It is a systemin which exchanges 'take place exclusir.ely between men. Wome", ;;;;:;;;"il,:i'tsLD LaNE p^lduc exclusll.ery between men. women, signs, commodities,and currency alr'vays pass from orr" ,,u,r',o another', and the women Are srrnnnco.r +^the women are supposed to;i";"Iili;""i;man and his fellow-creatures, indeed between man and himserf, (Irigaray 19g5b: 193).

Y"::: i::^"-::::i 
as his media and interfaces, muses u,rd *"rr"rgers, currencies and

ill#;"'1fl',""tlili:.,"|^"..'::,::: 
d,::'ders' secretart:' '.' . th"v hu'.'" been man's go-

,:*::,*e 
in-betweens, taking hi, -"rrug"r, u""ri"g rri, *iffi,;*;ffi;';fl;

If women have experiencecl their exclusion from social, sexual and political life asthe major problem posed by. their governmenr this r, oriy tt " tip of an iceberg ofcontrol and alienation from th" ,p""I", itself. Humanitv hal defined itself as a specieswhose,members are_precisely u.hat they thi"k ti"i;;",';;;;:*bers. Man is the
::""*:-l*.one, while the character.ull"d ,*o-urr, 

hur, u, U"ri, t 
""r, understood toue a dehcrent version of a humanity which is already male. In."lution to homo sapiens,she is the foreign body, the immigrant from nowhe.", th" arien witlout and the enemywithin. woman 

"u. io_anything"and everything except be herserf. Indeed, she has nobeing, nor even one role; no ,ror"" of h"" o*r-r, ur-rj .ro desire. She marries into the
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familv of man, but her outlaw- status always remains: "'within herself" she never signs

up. She doesn't have the equipment' (lrigaray 1991: 90).

What this 'equipment' might have given her is the same sense of membership,

belonging and identity w.hich have allou,ed her male colleagues to consider themselves

at home and in charge of what they call 'nature', the 'world', or 'life'. Irigaray's male

subjects are first and foremost the ones who see, those rvhose gaze de{ines the world.

The phallus and the eye stand in for each other, giving priority to light, sight, and a

flight from the dark dank matters of the feminine. The phallic eye has functioned to

"rdo* them tgith a connection to w-hat has variously been defined as God, the good,

the one, the ideal form or transcendent truth. It has been, in effect, their badge of

membership, their means of identification and uni{ication with an equally phallic

authority. Whereas woman has nothing to be seen w-here man thinks the member should

be. Only a hole, a shadot't,, a wound, a'sex that is not one'.
A1i the great patriarchs have defined this as ,her problem. Witch-hunters defined the

u.ickedness tf'*o-"rl as being due to the fact that they 'lack the male member', and

when Freud extols them to get 'little ones of their olvn', he intends this to comPen-

sate for this supposed lack. And without this one, as Irigaray writes, hysteria 'is all she

has left'. This, or mimicry, or catatonic silence.

Either way, lr'oman is left without the senses of self and identity which accruc to

the masculine. Denied the possibility of an agency which u,ould allow her to transform

herself, it becomes hard to see what it would take for her situation ever to change.

Hor,v can Irigaray's women discover themselves when any conception of who they might

be has ulreuJy been decided in advance? How can she speak without becoming the orrly

speaking subject conceivable to man? Hou. can she be active u'hen activity is defined as

male? Horn, can she design her ow-n sexuality when even this has been defined by those

for whom the phallus is the central core?

The problem seems intractable. Feminist theory has tried every route, and found

itseif in every cul-de-sac. Struggies have been w'aged both rvith and against Marx,_Freud,

Lacan, Derrida . sometimes in an effort to claim or reclaim some notion of identity,

subjectivity and agency; sometimes to eschew it in the name of undecidabiiity or jouis-

sance. But alu-ays in relation to a sacrosanct conception of a male identity rT'hich w-omen

can either accept, adapt to, or refuse altogether. Only Irigaray and even then, only in

some of her u,orks - begins to suggest that there really is no point in pursuing the mascu-

line dream of self-contiol, self-iclentification, self-knowledge and self determination. If
'any theory of the subject will always have been appropriated by the masculine' (Irigaray

19ii5a: 133) before the rvomen can get close to it, only the destruction of this subject

will suffice.

Even Irigaray cannot imagine quite rvhat such a transformation would involve: this

is why ,o .r-rr"h'of her work is often said to be unhelpfully pessimistic. But there is

more than the hope that such change will come. For a start patriarchy is not a closed

system, and can r",r". b" entirely secule. It too has an 'outside', from which it has 'in

,o*" *.uy borrowed energv', as is clear from the fact that in spite of patriarchy's love

of origins and sources, 'the origin of its motive force remains, partially, unexplained,

elrdeJ' (Irigaray 1985b: 115). It needs to contain and control what it understands as

'woman' o.rd 'th" feminirre', but it cannot do without them: indeed, as its media' means

of communication, reproduction and exchange, women are the very fabric of its culture,

the material p.""onditio., of the u'orld it controls. If lrigaray's conclusions about the
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extent and pervasiveness of patriarchy \\'ere once an occasion lor pessimistic paralysis,

things look rather differcnt ir-t on ug" for which all economic systems are reaching the

hmils of their modern functioning. And if ever this system did begin to give_, the effccts

of its collapse would certainlv oulstrip those on its pou''er over women and their lives:

patriarchy is the precondition of all other forms of orl.'nership and control, the model

tf "rr"ry'"r"rcise 
of pow-er, and the basis of all subjection. The control and exchange

of r"orrr"r, by their futherr, husbands, brothers and sons is the diagram of hierarchical

authority.
This 'specular economy' depencls on its ability to ensure that all tools, commodi-

ties, and media knou,' thei, pln"e, and have no aspirations to usurP or subvert the

governing role of those thcy serre. 'lt would,' for example, 'be out of the question for

ihe- to !o to the "market" alone, to profit from their own value, to talk to each othcr'

to desire" each other, w-ithout the control of the selling-buying-consuming subjects'

(Irigaray 1985b: 196). It is out of the question, but it happens anY\\ray'

By the late twentieth century, all patriarchy's media, tools, commodities, and the

lines of commerce and communication on and as which they circulate have changed

beyond rccognition. The convergence of once seParate and specialized media turns

them into ,,,.-it"*, of telecommunication u-ith messages of their 
_orvn; 

and tools mutate

into complex machines which begin to learn and act for themselYes. The proliferation,

falling costs, miniaturization and ubiquity of the silicon chip already rendcrs the new-

.omriodity smart, as trade routes and their traffics run out of control on computerized

markets w-ith'minds of their own', state, society, subject, the geo-political order, and

all other forces of patriarchal lau. and order are undermined bv the activit) of markets

which no longer l".rd th"i, invisible hands in suPPort of the status quo. As me_dia, tools

and goods mritate, so the women begin to change, elc1filg their isolation and becoming

incrJ-asingiy interiinked. Moclern feminism is marked by the emergence of networks and

contacts 
-*lli.t 

need no centralized organization and evade its structures of command

and control.

The early computer w-as a military \\-eapon, a room-sized-giant_of a system full of tran-

sistors and ticker-tape. Not until the 1960s development of the silicon chip did computers

become small and 
"h"up "rrorrgh 

to circulate as commodities, and even then the first

mass market computers *ere -hardly 
user-friendly machines. But if governments, the

militarv and the big corporations had ever intended to keep it to themselves, the street

found neu,uses fbithe new machinery. By the 1980s there u'ere hackers, cyberpunks,

rave, and digital arts. Prices began to plummet as comPuters crePt on to the desks and

then into thJlaps and er.en the pockets of a new generation of users. Atomized systems

began to lose tieir individual isolation as a global lr'eb emerge{ flom the thousands of

em"ail connections, bulletin boards, and multiple-user domains which comPose the emer-

gence of the Net. By the mid-1990s, a digital underground_is thriving, and the Net has

f,".o*" the leading zone on which the old identifications collapse. Genders can be bent

ancl blurred arrd the time-space coordinates tend to get lost. But even such schizophrenia,

and the imminent impossibility and even the irrelevance of distinguishing between^

virtual and actual ,"uiity, pales into insignificance in comparison to the emergence of

the Net as an anarchic, ielf-organizing system into which its users fuse. The Net

is becoming cyberspace, the virtuality with r,vhich the not-quite-ones have always felt

themselves to be in touch.
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This is also the period in which the computer becomes an increasingly decentral-
ized machine. The early computers were serial systems that worked on the basis of a

central processing unit in which logical 'if-then' decisions are made in serial fashion,
one step at a time. The emergence of parallel distributed processing systems removes
both the central unit and the serial nature of its operations, functioning instead in terms
of interconnected units which operate simultaneously and without reference to some
governing core. Information is not centrally stored or processed, but is distributed across
the switches and connections which constitute the system itself.

This 'connectionist' machine is an indeterminate process, rather than a definite
entity:

We are faced with a system which depends on the levels of activity of its
various sub-units, and on the manner in which the activity levels of some
sub-units affect one another. If we try to 'fix' all this activity by trying to
define the entire state of the system at one time . . we immediately lose
appreciation of the evolution of these activitv levels over time. Conversely,
if it is the activity levels in which we are interested, we need to look for
patterns over time.

(Eiser 1994: 192)

Paraliel distributed processing de{ies all attempts to pin it down, and can only ever be
contingently defined. It also turns the computer into a complex thinking machine which
converges with the operations of the human brain. Simultaneous with the Artificial
Intelligence and computer science programmes which have led to such developments,
research in the neuro-sciences moves towards materialist conceptions of the brain as a
complex, connective, distributed machine. Neural nets are distributed systems which
function as analogues of the brain and can iearn, think, 'evolve' and 'live'. And the
parallels proliferate. The complexity the computer becomes also emerges in economies,
weathcr-systems, cities and cultures, all of which begin to function as complex systems
rvith their own parallel processes, connectivities and immense tangles of mutual inter-
Iinkings.

Not that artificial lives, cultures, markets and thinking organisms are suddenly free
to self-organize. Science, its disciplines, and the academic structures they support insist
on the maintenance of top-down structures, and depcnd on their abilitv to control and
define the sel{'-organizing processes they unieash. State institutions and corporations are

intended to guarantee the centralized and hierarchical control of market processes,
cultural development and, indeed, any varicty of activity rvhich might disturb the smooth
regulation of the patriarchal economy. When Isaac Asimov wrote his three larvs of
robotics, they ln.ere lifted straight from the marriage vort's: love, honour and obey.2
Like r'vomen, any thinking machines are admitted on the understanding that they are

duty bound to honour and obey the members of the species to which they wcre enslaved:
the mcmbers, the male ones, the family of man. But sclf-organizing processes prolif-
erate, connections are continually made, and complexity becomes increasingly complex.
In spite of rr.s best intentions, patriarchy is subsumed by the proccsses rvhich served it
so w-ell. The goods do get together, eventually.

Thc implications of these accelerating developments are extensive and profound. In
philosophical terms, they all tend towards the erosion of idealism and the emergence
of a new materialism, a shift in thinking triggered by the emergent activity and intelli-
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gence of the material reality of a world which man still believes he controls. Self-

ieplicating programs proliferate in the software labs, generating evolutionary Processes

in the ru.r-r" -u"hires on to which the Human Genome Project dou'nloads DNA.

Nanotechnology feeds into material seif-organization at a molecular level and in defi-

ance of old scientific paradigms, and a newly digitized biology has to acknowledge that

there is neither a pinnacie of a.hie"e-ent nor a governing principle overriding evolu-

tion, which is instead composcd of complex series of parallel Processes, Iearning and

mutating on microcosmic sciles, and cutting across lvhat were once separated into natural

and cultural processes.

Although she is supposed to do nothing more than function as an object of consumption

and e*.hurrge, it is a wornan who first rvarns the u.orld of the possibility of the runaway

potcntial of-it, ,"* sciences and technologies: Mary Shelley's Frankenstein makes the first

post-human life form of a modern age which does indeed roll round to the unintended

"orrr"q*"r."s 
of its olr,n intelligent and artificial lives. Sheliey writes far in advance of the

digital computers r,".hich later begin to effect such developments, but she clearly feels

the stirrings of artificial life even as industrialization begins and does much to Programme
the dreams and nightmares of the next tu.o centuries of its accelcration.

The processes u,hich feed into this emergent actir.ity have no point of origin'

Although they \ rere gathering pace lbr some time before the computer arrives on the

,""rr", it, engineering changes everything. Regardless of recent portrayals of computers

and, by erGnsion, ill machines and all aspects of the telecoms revolution - as predom-

inantly masculine tools, there is a long history of such intimate and influential connections

betu'een \\'omen and modernitl"s machines. The hrst telephonists, operators and calcu-

Iators w-ere \lromen, as were the first ComPuters, and even the first ComPuter

programmers. Ada Lovelace wrote the softr'vare for the 1840s Analytical Engine, a Proto-
iyp" "o-prter 

which \ ras never built, and when such a machine was {inallv constructed

in the 1940s, it too was programmed by a woman, Grace Murray Hopper. Both women

have left thcir legacies: ADA is novu' the name of a US military programming language,

and one of Hopper's claims to fame is the u.ord 'bug', u,hich u''as first used when she

found a dead moth in the workings of Mark 1 . And as women increasingly interact with

the computers whose exploratorv use \{ras once monopolized by men, the qualities and

apparent absences once defined as female become continuous u.ith those ascribed to thc

new- machines.

Unlike previous machines, which tend to have some single PurPose, the com-

putcr functions as a general PurPose systcm which can, in eflf'ect, do anything. It can

stimulate the operations of, for example, the typewriter, and while it is running a

',vord processing program, this, in cffect, is precisely what it is. But the computer is

alu,.avs more - or less - than the set of actual functions it lulfils at any particular time:

as an implementation of Alan Turing's abstract machine, the computer is virtually rea1.3

Like Irigaray's *'oman, it can turn its invisible, non-existent self to anything: it runs

any program, and simulates ali operations, even those of its own functioning. This is

the woman who 'doesn't knou. u,hat she wants', and cannot say u''hat she is, or thinks,

and yet stili, of coursc, persists as through 'e1seu..here', as Irigaray often u.rites. This is

the complexity of a system beyond representation, something bevond expression in the

existing discursive structures, the 'Nothing. Everything' u,ith vr.hich Irigaray's woman

responds when they ask her: 'r,.'hat are you thinking?' (Irigaray 1985b: 29)'
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Thus rvhat they desire is precisely nothing, and at the same time, everything.
Always something more and something else besides that one sexual organ,

for example that you give them, attribute to them; [something rvhich]

involves a different economy more than anything else, one that upsets the

Iinearity of a project, undermines the goal-object of a desire, diffuses the

polarization towards a single pleasure, disconcerts fidelit1, to a single

discourse.
(lrigarav 1985b: 29 30)

Irigaray's woman has never had a unified role: mirror, screen, commoditv; means of
communication and reproductionl carrier and weaver; carer and whore; machine assem-

blage in the service of the species; a generai purpose system of simulation and

self-stimulation. It may have been u.oman's 'fluid character which has deprived her of
ali possibility of identity with herself within such a logic' (lrigaray 1985b: 109), but lf
fluidity has been configured as a matter of deprivation and disadvantage in the past, it
is a positive advantage in a i.eminized future for lr''hich identity is nothing more than a

Iiability. It is 'her inexhaustible aptitude for mimicry' which makes her 'thc living foun-

dation for the whole staging of the workl' (lrigarav 1991: 118). Her very inability to
concentrate now connects her with the parallel processings of machines u,-hich {unction
without unified control.

Neural nets i'unction in a way r,vhich has less to do with the rigours of orthodox logic
than rvith the intuitive leaps and cross-connections u-hich characterize u,hat has been

pathologized as hysteria, u,hich is said to be marked by a 'lack of inhibition and control
in its associations' between ideas w-hich are dangcrously 'cut offfrom associative connec-

tion with the other ideas, but can be associated among themselves, and t.lrus form the more

or Iess highly organized rudiment ofa second consciousness' (Freud and Breuer 1991:

66 7). Hysteria is the point at w-hich association gets a little too free, spinning off in its
own directions and making Iinks r,vithout rcference to any central core. And if hysteria has

functioned as a paralysing pathology of the sex that is not one, 'in hysteria there is at the

same time the possibiiity of another mode of "production" maintained in iatency.

Perhaps as a cultural reser\re yet to come?' (Irigaray 1985b: 138).

Freud's hysterical ideas grou' 'out of the day-dreams which arc so common evcn

in healthy people and to which needlew-ork and similar occupations render women partic-
ularly prone' (Freud and Breuer 1991: 66). It is said that Ada Lovelace, herself delined

as hysterical, 'rvove her- davdreams into seemingly authentic calculations' (Langton Moore

1977: 215). Working u.ith Charles Babbage on the nineteenth-centurv Analytical Engine,

Lovelace lost her tortured self on the planes of mathematical complexity, lr.riting the

software for a machine u,-hich would take a hundred ,vears to build. Unable to find the

words for them, she programs a mathematics in u.hich to communicate the abstraction

and complexity of her thcughts.l
Lovelace and Babbage took their inspiration from the carly nineteenth-century

Jacquard loom, crucial both to the processes of automation integra) to the industrial

revolution, and to the emergence of the modern comPuter. The loom worked on the

basis of punched paper programs, a system necessitated by the peculiar complcxity of
rveaving which has alr,r.avs placed the activity in the forefront of technological advancc.

If weaving has played such a crucial role in the history of computing, it is also the key

to one of the most extraordinarv sites of \voman machine interface which short-circuits
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their prescribed relationship and persists regardless of what man cffects and defines as

the history of technology.
W"uri.rg is the exemplary case of a denigrated female craft vuhich now turns out

to be intimftely connect"d to th. history of computing and the digital technologies.

plaiting arrd wearring are the 'only contributions to the history of discoveries and inven-

tions'iFreud 1985i167) which Freud is willing to ascribe to women. He tells a story

in which weaving emerges as a simulation of what he describes as a natural process, the

matting of pubic-hair. l".os the hole, the zero, the nothing to be seen- Freud intends

,-,., f"rJr.. irith such an account. It is because of women's shame at the abscnce which

Iies where the root of their being should be that they cover up the disgusting wound,

concealing the wandering womb Lf hysteria, veiling the matrix orrce and for all. This is

a move *hi"h ditto"iates weaving from the history of science and technology, removing

to a female zone both the woren and the networks and fine connective meshes of the

computer culture into w-hich it feeds.

in the course of weaving this story, Freud gives another game away. Orthodox

accounts of the history of te.hnology are told from an exclusively anthropomorphic

perspective.whor" -*oild-riew revolves around the interests of man. Conceived as the

pro,io.t, of his genius and as means to his o'w'n ends, even complex machines are under-

,tood to be tools and mediations which allow a unified, discreet human agency to interact

with an inferior natural world. Weaving, however, is outside this narrative: there is

continuity between the weaver, the weaving and the woven which gives them a connec-

tivity which eludes all orthodox conceptions of technology. And although Freud is willing

to give womcn the credit for its'invention', his account also implies that there is no

point of origin, but instead a process of simulation by which u'eaving replicates or weaves

itself. It is not a thing, but a process.

From machines to matrices

As images migrate from canvas to film and finally on to the digital screen, what was

or.." 
"ull"d 

ari mutates into a matter of software engineering. Digital art takes the image

beyond even its mechanical reproduction, eroding orthodox conceptions of originals and

originalit-v. And just as the image is reprocessed, so it finds itself embroiled in a new

.r"t*-ork of connections betu.een words, music and architectures which diminishes the

governing roie it once played in the specular economy.
- If the media nere once as divided as the senses with rvhich they interact, their

convergence and transition into hypermedia allows the senses to fuse and connect. Touch

is the sense of multimedia, the immersive simulations of cyberspace, and the connec-

tions, switches and links of all nets. Communication cannot be caught by the gaze, but

is ah.vays a matter of getting in touch, a question of contact, contagion, transmission,

reception and corneciivity. If sight was the dominant and organizing sense of the^

patriarchal economy, tactility is Mcl-uhan's 'integral sense' (1967: 77), putting itself

ind all the others in touch and becoming the sense of hypermedia. It is also the sense

with u,hich Irigaray approaches the matter of a female sexualitv which is more than one,

'at least two', and alrn-ays in touch with its own contact points. The medium is the

message, and there is no 'possibility of distinguishing u,-hat is touching from what is

touched' (lrigaray 1985b: 25).
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For if 'she' says something, it is not, it is already no longer, identical with
what she means. What she says is never identical with anything, moreover;
rather, it is contiguous. 1, touches (upon) . And when it strays too far lrom
that proximity, she stops and starts over at'zero': her body-sex.

(lrigaray 1985: 29)

Digitization sets zcro free to stand for nothing and make everything u'ork. The ones

and zeros of machine code are not patriarchal binaries or counterparts to each other:

zero is not the other, but the very possibility of all the ones. Zero is the matrix of
calculation, the possibility of multiplication, and has been reprocessing the modcrn world
since it began to arrive from the East. It neither counts nor represents, but with digi-

tization it prolifcrates, replicatcs and undermines the privilege of one. Zero is not its
absence, but a zone of multiplicity r.vhich cannot be perceived by the one u'ho sees.

Woman represents 'the houor oJ nothing to see', but she also 'has sex organs more or
less everyrvhere' (lrigaray i985b: 28). She too is more than the sum of her parts, beside

herself with her extra links.
In Greek, the word for womb is hlstera; in Latin, it is matrix, or matter, both the

mother and the material. lnNeuromancer, William Gibson calls it'the nonspace', a'tast-
ness where the faces were shredded and blou,'n away down hurricane corridors'

(Gibson 1986:45). It is the imperceptible'elsewhere' of which Irigaray speaks, the hole

that is neither something nor nothing; the newly accessible virtual space which cannot

be seen by the one it subsumes. If the phallus guarantees man's identity and his rela-

tion to transcendence and truth, it is also this which cuts him off from the abstract

machinery of a world he thinks he owns.
It is only those at odds with this definition of humanity who seem to be able to

access this plane. They have more in common w-ith multifunctional systems than the

active agency and singular identity proper to the male subject. Ada Lovelace writes the

first programming language for an abstract machine yet to be built; Grace Murray Hopper

programs Mark 1. And then there's Turing, described as 'a British mathematician who

"o--itt"d 
suicide by biting a poisoned Apple. As a discovered homosexua[, he had been

given a forced choice by the British courts either to go to jail or to take the feminizing

hormone oestrogen. He chose the latter, with feminizing effects on his body, and 'who

knows what effect on his brain'. And it was, as Edelman continues, 'that brain,' newly

engineered and feminized, which 'gave rise to a powerful set of mathematical ideas, one

of which is known as a Turing machine' (Edelman 1992: 218).

As the activities which have been monopolized by male conceptions of creativity

and artistic genius now extend into the new multimedia and interactive spaces of the

digital arts, women are at the cutting edge of experimentation in these zones. North
America has Beth Stryker's Cyberqueer, and Faultlines from Ingrid Bachmann and Barbara

Layne. In the UK, Orphan Drift ride a wave of writing, digital art, film and music. In

Australia, Linda Dement's Typhoid Mary and Cyberfesh Girlmonster put blood, guts and

visceral infections on to her tactile multimedia screens. The French artist Orlan slides

her body into cyberspace. The construct cunts access the controls. Sandy Stone makes

the switch and the connection: 'to put on the seductive and dangerous clbernetic space like a

Barment, is to put on thefemale' (Stone 1991: 109). Subversions of cyberpunk narrative

proliferate. Kathy Acker hacks into Neuromancer, unleashing its elements in Empire oJthe

Senseless. And Pat Cadigan's cyberpunk novels give another excruciating twist to the
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cyberspace tale. STnners, Fools and the stories in Patterns are texts of extraordinary densitrv

and lntenslty, both in terms of their writing and the u'orlds they engineer' If-Gibson

began to explore the complexities of the matrix, Cadigan's fictions perplex reality and

identity to the point of irrelevance.

Before you run out the cloor, consider trl'o things:

The future is already set, only the past can be changed, and

If it rl''as worth forgetting, itls not worth remembering.
(Cadigan 1994:287)

From viruses to replicunts

Once upon a time, tomorrou, never came. Safely prol'ected into the reaches of distant

timcs ancl farawav galaxies, the future u'as scicnce flction and belonged to another world.

Now it is here, breaking through the endless deferral of human horizons, short circuiting

histor,v, dovr.nloading its images into todarv. While historical man continues to gaze in

the rear-view mirror o{ the interface, guarding the present as a reproduction of the past,

the sands of time are running into silicon, and Read Only Memory has come to an end.

Cyber-revolution is virtuallv real.

Simulation leaves nothing untouched. Least of all the delences of a specular econom)r

entirely invested in the identity of man and the w'orld of ones and others he perceives.

The father's authority is undermined as the sperm count goes into decline and oestrogen

saturates the r.vater suppl,y Queer culture conyerges with post-human sexualities lr'hich

haven no regard for the moral code. Working patterns move from full-time, life-long,

specialized careers to part time, tenrporar)', and multi-functional lormats, and the context

,hift, i.rto one in which rn.omen have long had expertise. It is suddeniY noticed that

girls' achievements in school and higher education are far in excess of those of their

male counterparts, and a neu. transferable intelligcnce begins to be valued above either

the strength or single-minCedness which once gave the masculine its porver and are nou'-

being downgraded and rendered obsolete. Such tendencies - and the authoritarian reac-

tions they excite - are emerging not only in the West but also across w-hat were once

lumped together as the cultures of the 'Third World'. Global telecommunications and

the migration of capital from the West are undermining both the pale male u'-orid

and the patriarchal structures of the south and east, bringing unprecedented economic

power to u.omen u,orkers and multipiying thc possibilities of communication, Iearning

and access to information.
These crises of masculine identity are fatal corrosions of every one: every unified,

centralized containment, and every system u.hich keeps them secure. None of this was

in the plan. What man has named as his history was supposed to function as the self-

narrating story of a drive for domination and escape from the earth; a passage from

carnal pissions to self-control; a journey from the strange fluidities of the material to

the self-identification of the soul. Driven by dreams of taming nature and so escaping

its constraints, technical development has always invested in unification, light and flight,

the struggle for enlightenment, a dream of escaping from the meat. Men may think

arrd ."ome.r may fear that they are on top of the situation, pursuing the surveillance

and control of nature to unprecedented extremes, integrating their lorces in the final
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consolidation of a technocratic fascism. But cyberspace is out of man's control: virtual
reality 

_destroys 
his identity, digitalization is mapping his soul and, at the peak of his

triumph, the culmination of his machinic erections, man confronts the system he built
for his ou,n protection and finds it is female and dangerous.

Those who still cherish the patriarchal dream .ee cyberrpace as a ne\\. zone of hope
for_ a humanity r.vhich $.ants to be freed from the natural tiap, escaping the body and
sliding into an infinite, transcendent and perlect other world. But the m"atrix is ,reither
heaven, nor e\ren a comforting return to the womb. Bv the timc man begins to gain
access to this zone, both the phallic dream of eternal life and its fantasy of flmale dJath
are interrupted by the abstract matters of a cybernetic space .lvhich has wo\ren him into
its ou'n emergence. Tempted still to go onu.ards and upr,vards bv the promise of immor-
taiity, total control and autonomy, the hapless unity called man finds himself hooked
up to thc screen and plugged into a global web of hard, soft, and wetware systems.
The great flight from nature he calls history comes to an end as he becomes a cyborg
comPonent of self-organizing processes beyond either his perception or his control.

As thc patriarchal economy overheats, the human orre, the member of the specres,
is rapidll'losing his social, political, economic and scientific status. Those who distin-
guished themselr'es from the rest of lrhat becomes their rvorld and considered themselves
to. be 'making history', and_ building a r.vorld of their o-,vn design are increasingly
subsumed by the activity of their own goods, serr.ices, iines of communication an{ the
se.lf-organizing Processes immanent to a nature they believed was passive and inert. If
all technical development is underu.ritten bv dreams lor total corrirol, final freedom,
and some sense of ultimate reconciliation rvith the ideal, the runawav tendencies and
chaotic emergences to which these dreams har.c ied do nothing but turnthem into night-
marish scenes.

Cyberfeminism is an insurrection on the part of the goods and materials of the patriarchal
rvorld, a dispersed, distributed emergence composed of links betu,een women, \vomen
and computers, computers and communication links, conncctions and connectionist nets.

It becomes clear that if the idcologies and discourses of modern I'eminism rvere
necessary to the changes in women's fortunes u.hich creep over the end of the millen-
nium, they u'ere certainly ner.er sufficient to the procerrei *hich nou, find man, in his
own words, 'adjusting to irreievance'and bccoming'the disposable sex'. It takes an
irresponsible feminism vl'hich mav not bc a feminism at alf to trace the inhuman
paths on u.hich u.oman begins to assemble hcrself as the cracks and c
across the once smooth surfaces of patriarchal ortlcr. She is neithe. ;1T;::""rffi*iil:
dialecticians, biologically fixed with thc essentialists, nor wholly absent with the
Lacanians. She is in the process, turned on u,'ith the machines. As for patriarchy: it is
not dead, but nor is it intractable.

Therc is no authentic or essential woman up ahead, no self to be reclaimed liom
some long lost past, nor even a potential subjcctivity to be constructed in the present
dav' Nor is there only an absence or lack. Instcad there is a virtual reality, an emer-
gent process for which identity is not the goal but the enemy, precisely wlat has kept
at_bay the matrix of potentialities from which w-omen have ali"ays dou.nloaded their
roles.

After the second come the next \&.aves, the next sexes, asking for nothing, just
taking their time. Inflicted on authority, the wounds prolif'erate. The replicunts'u,rite

j
!
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programs, paint viral images, fabricate weapons systems, infiltrate the arts and the

ir1arlt.v. Tir"y u.. hackcrq perverting the codes, corrupting the transmissions, multi-

plying zeros, and teasing op", .r"-, holes in the w-orld. They are the edge of the new

"dg"].,rrurt 
umedly oppottunist, entirely irresponsible, and_com-mitted only to the infi1-

traiion and corruption of a world which already rues the day thev left home.

0riginally published in R. Shields (ed.) (1996) Cultures of Internet: Virtual Spaces, Real Histories,

Living Bodies, London: Sage.

This essay has been edited for inclusion in the Reader.
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Such cultural viruses are not metaphorical: both Richard Dau-kins and more recently, Daniel

Dennett (1995), have conducted ro-" excellcnt research into the viral functioning of cultural

patterns. Nor are such processes of replication and contagion nccessarily destructive: even the

most damaging virus may need to keep its host a1ive.

Asimor-ls ttrei rules are: 1 . A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction,

allorv a human being to come to harm; 2. A robot must obcy the orders given it bv human

beings, except rvher-c such orders u,ould conflict rvith the First Lau'; 3. A robot must Protcct
its oivn e*irtence as long as such protection does not conflict u'ith the First or Second Lau'.

Alan Turing's abstract Jachirr", cleveloped during the Second World War, lbrms the basis of

the modern serial computer.
Her 'sketch of the Anaiytical Engine invented by L.F. Menebrea, w-ith notes upon the memoir

by the translator, Ada Augustus, Countess of Lovelace', appears in Philip and.Emilv Morrison

(eds), Clrrrles Babbage and-his CalculatinB EnBines, Selected Writings by Charles Babbage and Others,

Neu. York, (Dover, 1961).


